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In general, decisions are of “strategic importance” when they affect an organiza-
tion’s progress towards its major objectives and its capacity to fulfill its mission
and purpose. Beyond this, here are a few more specific considerations which sig-
nal the occurrence of a decision or choice of strategic importance:

1. Where the choice involves commitment of an unusually large proportion
of resources as the decision-makers see it.

2. Where losses will be “serious” if the decision is incorrect.

3. Where a decision will involve changes in the behavior of large numbers of
organization members, and/or when key people must make a substantial
change in their own behavior.

4. Where choosing a particular action runs counter to what other similar or-
ganizations have done in similar circumstances.

5. Where a choice will move the organization into a new domain where the
grounds of effective action are not in the organization's prior experience
(the “whole new ball game criterion”).

6. When the choice involves modification/redefinition of the organization's
acknowledged responsibilities to various publics.

7. Where the choice will require the organization to operate technologies
with which it has little prior experience.

8. Where the choice will create ~a new image of-the organization from the
point of view of key supporters/clients/suppliers/competitors in the en-
vironment, requiring these outsiders to make changes in their assump-
tions and expectations of the organization.

9. Where a particular choice closes off other options which could become de-
sirable in the future.

10. Where a choice involves "long cycle feedback", i.e., where it will not be
known for some time if the decision was a wise one and if the intended
benefits are occurring.

11. Where there is conflict among key members of the organization regarding
the choice; the fact of conflict among key people can make an otherwise
routine decision “strategic.”

12. Where implementation of a particular choice will result in fairly dramatic
changes in daily operations and events.

13. Where past attempts to deal “routinely” with the issue the choice concerns
have not worked.

14. Where decision-makers feel compelled to choose, but do not feel they
have enough information to choose wisely, i.e., where they feel they must
gamble.


